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Container Transport
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 Container transport is not done only with freight booking. Much more is required to be done in most of the cases of extensive project activity during the planning phase in order to consider, calculate and implement individual requirements. This can take place in a correct way, only if an individual consultation takes place with the client, and the information and instructions obtained are documented and processed accurately. Hence, OTC global GmbH employs a project manager, who is responsible for the project from beginning to end, and team members, who assist him.
We offer you container freights to international destinations and at competitive costs, we carry out export formalities and if necessary, organise official verification. Enquire with us about the basic and simple container freights, including all required pre-carriage and onward carriage services  and necessary ancillary services.
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In case of export projects, the container transport begins with preparation of the proposal. Internally, many processes take place at our end to find optimum solutions and price for the project.
After placing the order, normally, planning and agreements for provision of containers and initial steps of documentation takes place; Export registrations also belong to this.  Necessary bookings shall be made for the performance chain and the schedule with concrete deadlines shall be determined. If ordered by the client, provisions and agreements are already made in this phase with the colleagues and agents abroad for onward carriage in the destination country. Thus, special requirements of the destination countryrelated to creation of documents and their contents, selection of specific shipping companies for container transport, selection of the carrier to be appointed in the destination country, required equipment, etc. is incorporated and planned in the process. In this way, we ensure that the door-to-door container transport shall be successful.
For import projects, we prepare the receipt with our customers along with the document creation, advice and give suggestions to avoid specific problems or to get ready for them. We always create a first plan and also an alternative plan if the import process does not run optimally due to the customs office or other influences. We offer suggestions for cost avoidance, e.g. by using home country customs offices (if meaningful), and by organising onward carriage, e.g. by using customs warehouses.
We deliver the overseas containers for self-loading for FCL shipments to your location or, if possible, we provide you with professional personnel for loading. If reasonable, we pick up your loaded cargo by truck and load the Sea container at the warehouse.
If you, your customers or other consignees in the destination port require support for import process, our global network is available to you. Fixed price, including onward carriage is possible.
Send us your request for a commercial transport or a private transport.
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